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Abstract: UV/ozone (UVO)-assisted formation of self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFDS) was prepared on a glass surface. The effect of UVO exposure
time on surface roughness and hydrophilicity was investigated through goniometer and atomic force
microscope (AFM), and deposition time-dependent SAM quality was detected by AFM and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The glass surface became smooth with UVO radiation after 10 min,
and the hydrophilicity was also improved after the treatment. Confirmed by surface topography
detection and chemical composition analysis, a high-quality SAM can be formed rapidly on glass
with 10 min UVO treatment followed by 2 h deposition in PFDS solution. Excellent tribological
performances of SAM coated with UVO treatment glass were demonstrated by friction and wear tests
on AFM compared to film-deposited glass without UVO treatment and original glass. The study
sheds a light on preparing high-quality lubrication and antiwear self-assembled films on the surface
of engineering materials.

Keywords: UV/ozone treatment; self-assembled monolayer; glass; lubrication and
antiwear; nanotribology

1. Introduction

The excellent performance of self-assembled monolayer (SAM) has attracted attention
worldwide [1–4]. A range of materials such as silicon, mica, copper, and aluminum alloys can
be used as substrates for SAMs [5–8]. However, traditional hydroxylation of the substrates for the
preparation of SAM is dependent on chemical reaction in strong oxidizing acid solution, such as
piranha solution [4,9]. Strong chemically active solution will inevitably cause damage, including
oxidation and corrosion of a material’s surface, especially in the case of metal surfaces. An alternative
method for the hydroxylation or chemical activation of material surfaces would push the application
of SAM into wide-range engineering fields.

UV/ozone (UVO) treatment has been used to remove surface contaminants effectively on various
materials [10]. Compared with other methods such as hydrofluoric (HF) solution and high velocity air
jets, UVO treatment generates little toxic or harmful gases and no waste liquid during the cleaning
process, and can even produce near-atomically clean surfaces in air or in a vacuum system at ambient
temperature. Aside from surface cleaning, UVO can also be employed in surface modification and rapid
nanofabrication on the basis of selective etching [11–13]. It is noted that material surface after UVO
treatment exhibits more hydrophilic tendencies, which may be attributed to the hydroxylation of surface
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atoms during processing [14,15], and the hydroxyl group is believed to be one of the most chemically
reactive groups. Many methods have been provided for material surface hydroxylation, including
UV/ozone treatment, O2 plasma, and post-anodization, to bind hydroxyl groups to other molecules [16].
UVO-treated material substrates are likely to facilitate by forming high-quality tribological SAMs
enabling materials to withstand severe working conditions [17]. However, few studies have involved
the adsorption mechanism of SAM film on UVO-treated substrate. It is noted that the quality of SAM
is dependent on the bonding state between the film-forming molecules and the substrate and compact
structures of the SAM [4]. Generally, friction and wear tests are proven to be the effective way for
evaluating the film quality, including the bonding strength, lubrication, and antiwear [18]. Therefore,
the film formation process and the film performance still need to be investigated for optimizing the
preparing process and achieving high-quality tribological films prepared with UVO assistance.

In this paper, UVO pretreatment of glass surface was used for forming lubrication and antiwear
SAM rapidly. Due to its low friction, water repellence, and chemical resistance, -CF3 group-tailed
self-assembled films have found great application in lubrication, hydrophobicity improvement,
and anti-corrosion [19–22], with perfluorosilane being used for the assembling in the present study.
The effect of UVO exposure time on the performances of glass surface was investigated through the
detection of surface wettability and topography. Then, the film deposition condition was investigated
and optimized towards the formation of high-quality tribological SAM on glass surface. The quality of
the SAM was finally evaluated by elemental composition analysis and nanotribology tests.

2. Materials and Methods

Soda–lime–silica glass slides were employed as SAM substrates in the present study.
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFDS, 97%; Nanjing Capatue Chemical Co., Ltd., Nanjing,
China) was used as the film-forming agent for preparing SAM on glass surface. Ethanol purity was
≥99.7%, purchased from Chengdu Chron Chemicals Co., Ltd., Chengdu, China. In order to remove
surface contaminants preliminarily, all glass substrates were ultrasonically cleaned by acetone and
alcohol in turn, and then rinsed by deionized water. The cleaned glass substrates were placed into the
UV/ozone cleaner (PSDP UV-8T, Novascan, Ames, IA, USA) for the pretreatment at different times,
and then were put into the mixture of PFDS and ethanol with a volume ratio of 1:50, which corresponded
to 0.043 mol/L of PFDS. The temperature was set at 25 ◦C for all of the self-assembly process, and the
film deposition time was from 0 to 5 h. After the deposition, the film-coated glass was washed with
acetone and alcohol in ultrasonic cleaner in sequence for 10 min. Then, the glass was rinsed with
continuous deionized water and dried by high-pressure nitrogen flow for further tests. For comparison,
cleaned glass surface without any treatment and the untreated glass with PFDS deposition were also
investigated in this study.

Following the UVO treatment, water contact angles of the glass substrates were measured by the
goniometer (Krüss GmbH DSA 100 Mk 2, Hamburg, Germany) at room temperature. The contact
angles were measured three times for each sample at different places. Surface topography and wear
tests on glass surface were conducted by atomic force microscope (AFM; E-Sweep, Hitachi Instruments
Inc., Tokyo, Japan) in contact mode. All the roughness of glass surface was calculated from AFM
images of a 2 × 2 µm2 square. Chemical compositions of different sample surfaces were characterized
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; ThermoFisher Co., Waltham, USA) using Al K-Alpha.
Lubricating performance was investigated by a Si3N4 AFM tip with a tip radius (R) of ~20 nm in
atmosphere, and the friction force between tip and sample surface was measured at least five times
to obtain reliable data. For investigating the wear resistance of the SAM prepared, nanowear tests
under area-scanning mode were carried out by a diamond AFM tip (R = ~50 nm). The scan size was
2 × 2 µm2, consisting of 2048 line scanning. The stiffness of the cantilever was 0.1 N/m, 0.6 N/m,
and 100 N/m for topography detection, friction tests, and wear tests, respectively.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Pretreatment with UV/Ozone Exposure

UVO treatment can further remove contaminants from the glass surface, making the glass surface
more hydrophilic [10]. Figure 1 shows the RMS roughness of original glass treated by UVO treatment
with various periods (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min), where the roughness was obtained from AFM
images of glass surface. The roughness of glass decreased and reached a minimum value of ~0.37 nm
at 10 min UVO treatment, which can be attributed to the decomposition of contaminants on the glass
surface under UVO etching [10]. Although it was not fully clear, the increase of the roughness with
the treatment time could be partly attributed to further oxidation and photocorrosion of glass surface
when it occurred more than 10 min [23]. It has been reported that hydrophilic hydroxyl groups can be
generated on substrate surface during UVO treatment, which lead to the reduction of water contact
angle of substrate surface [11,24]. On the other hand, the water contact angles of glass decreased
drastically from 54◦ to 9◦ with the UVO treatment from 0 to 10 min, and then the contact angles
continued to decrease (Figure 1). After 25 min UVO treatment, the water contact angles of glass
remained stable and tended to be 0◦.
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Figure 1. Effect of UV/ozone (UVO) pretreatment time on root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and
hydrophilicity (contact angle) of glass surface. The change of surface roughness (red line) and water
contact angle (blue line) was plotted as a function of UVO treatment time.

During the molecular self-assembly process, the roughness of substrate surface influences the
packing and organization of molecules, and the presence of conformational defects is inevitable on
rough substrates [25]. Smooth substrate was hence expected to facilitate the formation of a high-quality
monolayer. As a result, after 10 min UVO treatment, the hydrophilic glass substrates with the smallest
surface roughness were used as substrates for SAM.

3.2. UV/Ozone-Assisted Rapid Formation of PFDS SAM

Deposition time plays an important role in the surface coverage of molecules on the substrate [26].
As depicted in Figure 2, original glass without pretreatment and 10 min UVO-pretreated glass surfaces
were immersed into the film-forming solution for different deposition times (0, 10, 30 min, 1, 2, and 5 h).
Two-stage process of SAM was revealed by kinetic study of the SAM formation [27]. At the first
stage, there was a fast growth process of SAM formation within a few minutes, and the second stage
took several hours to rearrange and re-orientate the adsorbed molecules. As can be clearly seen
from the topography in Figure 2, there was fast growth of PFDS SAM on original glass surface and
UVO-pretreated glass surface at an early period. When deposition time was 2 h, the smoothest PFDS
SAM (with a thickness of ~1.6 nm) was formed on the 10 min UVO-pretreated glass surface [28],
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and water contact angle reached 104◦ [17], suggesting that a high-quality SAM was achieved. As the
deposition time increased to 5 h, some molecule accumulation could be detected on the 10 min
UVO-pretreated surface. In comparison, relatively smooth PFDS SAM was formed on the original
glass surface after deposition for 5 h.Coatings 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 10 
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To verify the quality of PFDS SAM, widen scan and high-resolution XPS characterization
was conducted on original glass, 10 min UVO-pretreated glass, SAM-coated glass without UVO
pretreatment (SAM-glass (0)), and SAM-coated glass with 10 min UVO-pretreatment (SAM-glass
(10 min pretreatment)). In Figure 3a, the wide-scan spectrum of SAM-glass (0) and SAM-glass (10 min
pretreatment) was mainly composed of F1s, O1s, C1s, and Si2p signals. In Figure 3b, compared to
original glass and 10 min UVO-pretreated glass, an evident peak at 688.5 eV was detected on SAM-glass
(0) and SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment). As shown in Figure 3c, only one peak at 284.8 eV was found
on the original glass surface, which can be ascribed to the absorbed C-based surface contaminants.
In comparison, C1s core-level spectrums of SAM-glass (0) and SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment)
presented peaks at 284.8, 286.5, 289.4, 291.5, and 293.8 eV, corresponding to C–C/C–H, C–O, CF–CFX,
–CF2, and –CF3, respectively [29,30]. It was also noted that an obvious -CF2 peak at 291.5 eV was
detected on SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment) resulting from well adsorption of PFDS molecules, but a
weak -CF2 peak was also found on the SAM-glass (0) surface. In addition, relative stronger intensity of
–CF2 and –CF3 peaks in contrast with C–C/C–H peak at 284.8 eV were detected on SAM-glass (10 min
pretreatment) rather than that on SAM-glass (0). Therefore, it is demonstrated that UVO pretreatment
for 10 min can induce rapid formation of high-quality PFDS film on glass surface [17].
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Figure 3. (a) Widen scan of glass surfaces. (b) Zoomed widen scan of F 1s (green dashed frame,
Figure 3a) of glass surfaces. (c) High-resolution C1s core-level spectra of glass surfaces.

The mechanism of UVO-assisted rapid formation of high-quality PFDS SAM on glass surface is
shown in Figure 4. The photo-oxidation reaction of UVO treatment is indispensable for rapid formation
of high-quality PFDS SAM on a glass surface [11]. As illustrated in Figure 4a, the photo-oxidation
reaction of UVO treatment can be summarized as surface contaminant decomposition and surface
hydroxylation. Firstly, UV rays’ radiation causes the generation of atomic oxygen, and the ozone is
synthesized when atomic oxygen reacts with oxygen. Simultaneously, UV rays and the newly formed
ozone lead the carbon and nitrogen element-based contaminants absorbed on a glass surface to form
H2O, NOx, and CO2, which can leave the glass surface during the treatment [10]. At the second
stage, ozone photolysis was induced by UV/ozone treatment to produce hydroxyl radical (·OH) in the
atmosphere. Then, ·OH, which is one of the most highly reactive chemical species, reacts with glass
surface to form OH groups, providing a chemically active surface for adsorbing PFDS molecules [31].
Figure 4b shows schematically the formation process of PFDS film on glass surface. After physically
adsorption of PFDS molecules on the hydroxylated surface, the hydrolyzation and polymerization
occur, resulting in the final chemisorption and formation of PFDS SAM on glass [32].
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Figure 4. The illustration of UVO-assisted rapid formation of PFDS self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
on a glass surface. (a) The photo-oxidation reaction. (b) The formation mechanism of PFDS SAM on
UVO-treated glass surface, where R represents the group CH2CH2(CF2)7CF3.

3.3. Friction and Wear Tests

Lubrication and wear resistance are crucial indicators for PFDS SAM to be used as a protective
layer. To investigate the tribological property of SAM-coated glass surfaces, different normal loads were
applied on glass surfaces during the scanning under friction force microscope (FFM) mode. For the
friction tests, the friction force is calibrated using a silicon grating with a wedge angle of 54.77◦ to obtain
calibration coefficient [33,34]. Under different applied normal loads, the friction force is gained when
the output voltage signal is multiplied by the calibration coefficient [35]. Figure 5 shows the friction
force measured from original glass, SAM-glass (0), and SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment) as the function
of applied normal load during nanoscratch tests. SAM-glass (0) exhibits better lubricating property
than original glass, and the lowest friction was obtained on SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment). The low
friction force can be attributed to the energy dissipation of a compact-structured SAM [4], showing
that a high-quality lubrication PFDS SAM was formed on 10 min UVO-pretreated glass surface.
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In order to study the wear resistance of SAM-coated glass, a diamond tip with R of ~50 nm was
used for nanowear tests with the area of 2 × 2 µm2 on the surface of original glass, SAM-glass (0),
and SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment) under different normal loads. As can be seen from Figure 6a,b,
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hole-shaped scratches were produced on original glass and SAM-glass (0) under 20 and 40 nN, whereas
no scratch could be detected on SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment) at the same loading conditions.
In Figure 6c, a slight scratch appeared on SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment) surface under the applied
normal load of 100 nN, corresponding to a Hertz contact pressure of 3.5 GPa [36]. In comparison,
deeper holes were created on original glass and SAM-glass (0) at 100 nN. It was demonstrated that
the SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment) presented the best antiwear performance in the nanowear tests,
which was further supported by cross-section profiles in Figure 6d. In addition, as 3.5 GPa for wear
occurrence (Figure 6) is much higher than the typical contact stress of ~330 MPa in dynamic MEMS [37],
the SAM-glass (10 min pretreatment) surface is expected to withstand typical contact and sliding in
dynamic devices. As a result, UVO assistance can facilitate rapid formation of high-quality SAM with
excellent tribological performances.
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In summary, a high-quality PFDS SAM with excellent tribological performances can be produced
rapidly with the assistance of UVO pretreatment. Investigations towards revealing optimal conditions
for UVO pretreatment for high-quality SAM formation were conducted. It was noted that the chemical
activation by UVO pretreatment is efficient and environmentally friendly for film assembling comparing
to traditional immersion in a chemical solution [4]. For the rapid formation of different silane films,
a similar mechanism, such as surface contamination removal and exposure of fresh surface, can facilitate
the film adsorption, as depicted in Figure 4. Expanding the UVO emission scale can make it feasible
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to form a high-quality self-assembled film with good tribological performances on the surface of
large-size engineering materials, such as stainless steel, to prolong the material’s serviceable life.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, UV/ozone-treated glass surface was employed for the formation of high-quality
-CF3-tailed silane SAM. On the basis of investigations of surface topography, hydrophobicity, chemical
composition, and tribological performances of the film, conclusions can be drawn, as shown below.

• The hydrophilicity and roughness changes of the glass surface were detected with UVO treatment
time, and hydrophilic glass with the smallest surface roughness was prepared at 10 min
UVO treatment.

• After deposition in PFDS solution for 2 h, high-quality PFDS SAM was rapidly formed on a 10 min
UVO-treated glass surface.

• Compared with original glass surface and film-deposited glass without pretreatment, SAM-coated
glass with 10 min pretreatment possessed excellent lubrication and antiwear properties.
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